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Goal: To equip officers with the ability to recognize conflict and engage it effectively using targeted 
communication skills.  
 

Outcomes: Participants in Insight Policing: Conflict Resolution for Law Enforcement will  
1. Understand the theory and science of conflict decision making 
2. Generate enhanced personal awareness skills  
3. Build skills for communicating through conflict for sustainable problem solving and 

constructive results 
 

Method: Insight Policing Virtual Training  is a 10-hour live virtual skills course taught in 5 2-hour 
modules using Zoom. It includes short lectures, skill-building exercises, class discussion, video, case 
study, and simulation activities. The course maximum is 15 officers to ensure optimal participation.    
 

Modules: 
 

1: Conflict and Conflict Decision-Making 
In this 2-hour module, participants begin to 
examine conflict and its link to conflict decision-
making. We cover the regular pattern of how we 
use our minds as we make decisions, which serves 
as the foundation for recognizing conflict in the 
moment and building the self-awareness necessary 
for effective conflict resolution. 
 
2:  Threat and Curiosity  
In this 2-hour module, participants learn the 
theory and science of conflict decision-making, 
with an emphasis on how conflict decision-making 
is linked to both emotions and goals. We examine 
how the brain responds to threat and how 
curiosity engages the brain in new ways that help 
people to feel heard and understood. We learn 
how targeted curiosity can deescalate situations, 
reduce the stress that instigates and sustains 
conflict dynamics, and open new possibilities for 
constructive ways forward. 
 

 

3: Noticing and Verifying 
In this 2-hour module, participants learn the 
building blocks for effective communication in 
situations of conflict. Participants hone their 
ability to identify conflict behavior, link what 
they notice to the emotions or decisions 
presented, and verify their interpretations to 
ensure understanding. Noticing and verifying 
set the foundation for using curiosity 
effectively. 

 
4: Asking Curious Questions  
In this 2-hour module, participants use their 
skills in noticing and verifying to ask targeted, 
curious questions that elicit the interiority of 
conflict decision-making. Participants learn 
when to use curious questions and what 
information they are intended to elicit. 
Participants practice using their skills to 
facilitate constructive solutions to conflict. 

 
5: Practice and Coaching 
In this 2-hour module, participants engage in 
scenarios, role-plays, and games to sharpen 
their conflict capacity skills so they are ready to 
use them in their work and lives
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What is Insight Policing? 

Insight Policing is conflict resolution for law enforcement. It is a strategic communication skillset that 
merges conflict resolution with policing practice to give officers the ability to command through 
curiosity—reducing tension, preventing escalation, promoting problem solving, and enhancing trust and 
legitimacy. 

How does Insight Policing work? 
	
Insight Policing expands the information that officers pay attention to on the job to include conflict 
behavior. Conflict behaviors are those fight, flight, freeze things we do to defend against perceived 
threat. When citizens feel threatened in an interaction with an officer, they resist, become 
uncooperative, and even aggressive. Officers can notice that while these behaviors are often violations 
of the law, getting to the root of the behavior and understanding it positions them to solve the problem 
and gain voluntary compliance. When officers learn Insight Policing skills, they become skillfully curious 
about the threat and defense motivating conflict behavior, which reduces threat, calms the citizen 
down, and encourages a productive interaction that does not escalate.  
 
Insight Policing also helps officers become self-aware in stressful moments, reengaging their critical 
thinking and positioning them to use their training to make effective decisions, rather than reactive 
ones. This reduces escalated encounters and preventable arrests, minimizes use-of-force and increases 
trust and legitimacy. 

Insight Policing teaches  
	
• The relationship between criminal behavior and conflict behavior 
• How to identify conflict behavior and prevent escalation using targeted communication and conflict 

resolution skills 
• How to become aware of and thoughtful about one’s own conflict behavior 

When officers use Insight Policing they 
	
• Prevent escalation and enhance safety 
• Gain control with minimal force 
• Encourage cooperation 
• Gather information that gets to the cause of a person’s behavior 
• Make targeted and precise enforcement and diversion decisions 
• Solve problems 
• Build solid cases 
• Avoid Litigation 
• Build trust 

“Insight Policing helps me delve a little bit deeper. When we can find out why, ask the right 
question at the right time, it makes a big difference.” –Montclair, NJ Officer   

“INSIGHT Policing … is well-organized and appears to be an essential learning experience for law 
enforcement officers in today’s difficult police-community atmosphere.” - The International 

Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST) 


